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Real-time Rendering of Glossy Materials with Regular
Sampling

Abstract Rendering view-dependent, glossy surfaces

in order to increase the realism in real-time applica-

tions is a computationally complex task, that can only

be performed by applying some approximations – espe-

cially when immediate changes in the scene in terms of

material settings and object placement are a necessity.

The use of environment maps is a common approach to

this problem, but implicates performance problems due

to costly pre-filtering steps or expensive sampling.

We therefore introduce a regular sampling scheme

for environment maps that relies on an efficient MIP-

map-based filtering step, and minimizes the number of

necessary samples for creating a convincing real-time

rendering of glossy material BRDFs.

Keywords Real-Time Rendering · BRDF Materials

1 Introduction

Extending the realism and quality of rendered images

has always been one of the most driving forces in the

field of computer graphics. Apart from numerous ren-

dering techniques that have been developed over the

last decades to produce more and more convincing im-

ages, various material models as well as the use of mea-

sured material data (e.g. BRDFs) have been suggested.

While it is meanwhile possible (and even very common)

to generate photo-realistic images and videos using of-

fline rendering systems, the application of these mate-

rial models in real-time applications is rare – mainly due

to the high computational complexity involved in evalu-

ating view-dependent, glossy materials, making it hard

to achieve interactive frame rates in complex, modifi-

able scenes.

Still, the need for a realistic visualization of instantly

modifiable materials in a scene is a requirement in nu-

merous application scenarios, such as lighting design for

architecture, or level design for games: it is necessary to

handle more than just simple diffuse, perfectly reflect-

ing, or transparent materials within complex scenes –

without having to wait for an offline renderer to calcu-

late the result within several minutes, or to “pre-bake”

a specific, fixed material onto the objects in the scene.

Various approaches deal with the handling of glossy

materials in real-time scenarios – but all of them are

either limited in terms of scene complexity, interac-

tions or modifiability, and/or require expensive pre-

computations (see Section 2 for an overview).

One of these approaches is derived from image-based

lighting solutions, where a complete, high resolution

environment map is computed for each object with a

glossy material. With a combination of pre-filtering and

sampling, an approximation of the material appearance

can be computed at interactive rates. Our novel ap-

proach is related to this image-based method, but due

to a MIP-mapping-based pre-filtering step with mini-

mal costs (see Section 3), our method is applicable in

fully dynamic and modifiable scenarios.

In order to obtain interactive or even real-time frame

rates (i.e. at least 60 frames per seconds), the most cru-

cial part is to sample and evaluate the view-dependent,

complex BRDF material data as fast as possible, while

keeping visually disturbing artifacts at a minimum. While

it has been proposed by [Colbert and Krivánek 2007]

to sample the BRDF using a fixed importance-based

pattern, we suggest:

– a novel MIP-map-based regular sampling scheme

that achieves visual appearance comparable or su-

perior to recent approaches with a lower number
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of samples and minimal pre-computation overhead

(i.e. the generation of the MIP-maps),

– an integration of our sampling scheme with the ma-

terial model of Kurt et al. [Kurt et al 2010], and

therefore allow

– the application of view-dependent, glossy BRDF ma-

terials in complex, modifiable scenarios.

2 Related Work

Real-Time shading. A number of methods that are

used for real time shading approaches for image based

lighting are based on spherical harmonics [Ramamoor-

thi and Hanrahan 2001, Kautz et al 2002, Ramamoor-

thi and Hanrahan 2002, Sloan et al 2002] or other basis

functions [Ng et al 2004, Wang et al 2004, Liu et al 2004,

Tsai and Shih 2006] and thus use significant amounts

of pre-computation time. This makes them ill-suited for

interactive application that require that both lighting

and materials can be changed quickly. Even some of

the methods that use environment maps such as the

one by Kautz et al. [Kautz et al 2000] and McAlister

et al.[McAllister et al 2002] are based on pre-filtering

and thus preclude fast changes of the environment if

they are used without any optimization. Ben-Artzi et

al. [Ben-Artzi et al 2006] and Sun et al. [Sun et al 2007]

showed that dynamic BRDF changes can be accomo-

dated with an increased cost in both pre-computation

time and storage.

Recently a number of methods based on micro en-

vironment maps [Ritschel et al 2009, Scherzer et al

2012] have been shown to produce interactive results for

scenes with general glossy surfaces. Due to the limited

precision of small environment maps, and due to the

large storage requirements, these methods have prob-

lems dealing with small, very bright light sources such

as spot lights. Moreover, they are limited in maximal

scene complexity and do not allow interactive scene

modifications.

The multi-pass rendering method from Diefenbach

and Badler [Diefenbach and Badlert 1997] for reflections

on large planar surfaces from is very popular. Fuhrmann

et al. [Fuhrmann et al 2004] extended this method to

simulate physically plausible glossy reflections by using

an image space blur filter. A more general method that

approximates different levels of glossiness from a perfect

reflection image with a parameterized bilateral filter has

been published by Robison and Shirley [Robison and

Shirley 2009].

In order to accommodate completely dynamic light-

ing and changes in BRDFs, our goal is to reduce pre-

computation time as much as possible. Similarly to the

importance sampling method of Colbert and Krivanek

[Colbert and Krivánek 2007, Křivánek and Colbert 2008]

we only use MIP-mapped environment maps to sample

the surface irradiance. We show that a carefully chosen

regular sampling scheme yields superior results with a

low sample budget to importance sampling for com-

puting the contribution of the reflection lobe of glossy

BRDFs.

BRDF models. Although striving for realism would

suggest a physically based BRDF model [Cook and

Torrance 1982, Torrance and Sparrow 1967, He et al

1991] as a basis for realistic rendering, the high eval-

uation cost is too expensive in real-time applications.

For this reason there is a long history of empirical mod-

els that have been designed for fast evaluation begin-

ning with Phong [Phong 1975], Ward [Ward 1992] and

Schlick [Schlick 2003]. Recently Kurt et al. [Kurt et al

2010] introduced a model that combines the expressive-

ness of the previous two (anisotropy, Fresnel effect), is

physically plausible under a larger number of parameter

configurations and, due to an additionally introduced

parameter, is particularly suited for fitting to material

measurements. Our sampling method is based on this

material model.

3 Environment Map Creation

As indicated in the introduction, an environment map

is assigned to each scene object with glossy material

surfaces (Figure 1).

Fig. 1: An environment map is placed at the centroid

of each object to approximate the corresponding irradi-

ant light. Object repositioning or the change of material

parameters in the scene leads to the need of an envi-

ronment map update.

Such an environment map contains the complete ir-

radiance at the centroid of the object P , and is used to

approximate the incident light for all surface points P ′
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of the object (Figure 2). This is the standard approxi-

mation with assumption of the reflected environment at

infinite distance [Blinn and Newell 1976]. GPU support

enables fast run-time retrieval of incident light from ar-

bitrary directions during rendering.

P
P’

Fig. 2: Incident light approximation at arbitrary sur-

face points P ′ of an object using the environment map

generated at the object centroid P

MIP-maps are generated to provide pre-filtered ver-

sions of the perfect reflection. In order to generate con-

vincing real-time renderings of surfaces with glossy ma-

terials, the pre-filtered reflections are used to sample the

irradiance according to the BRDF of the material (see

Section 4). Our sampling method covers typical reflec-

tion lobes with a minimum number of sample directions

(see Section 5).

While the computation time of the environment maps

depends on the scene complexity, the pre-filtering step

of each environment map (i.e. the MIP-map generation)

is only dependent on the chosen resolution.

The MIP-map pyramid provides average irradiance

light of square regions with a sinlge sample lookup, how-
ever, the standard box-filter reconstruction may cause

slightly shifted and distorted shapes of the specular

highlights. By using a smoother image filter, the fi-

nal rendering quality can be improved. In Table 1 we

have listed the computation times of the pre-filtering

step with different environment map resolutions – using

standard MIP-mapping, and pyramids-of-gaussian [Adel-

son 1981] with 4× 4 and 6× 6 filter kernels.

Size 256 512 1024

Box 2× 2 0.18ms 0.44ms 1.45ms

Gauss 4× 4 0.52ms 1.23ms 3.86ms

Gauss 6× 6 0.65ms 1.77ms 5.97ms

Table 1: Generation times of the MIP-map pyramid

with different environment map resolutions and differ-

ent image filters. The timings have been measured using

the same hardware setup as used for the evaluation in

Section 8.

Note that the pre-filtering does not depend on the

BRDF, so that arbitrary materials can be visualized

using the generated image pyramid. This makes it pos-

sible to render objects with multiple materials using

a single environment map, reducing memory require-

ments as well as the number of updates after changes

in the scene.

4 Material Model

The material model of Kurt et al. [Kurt et al 2010]

represents the effects of glossy materials as a weighted

sum of a selectable (small) number of glossy reflection

lobes:

fr(ωi, ωo) =
kd
π

+

#lobes∑
n=1

ksn · frloben (ωi, ωo), (1)

where kd is the overall diffuse reflectivity and ks the

reflectivity of a specular lobe BRDF fr. The geometry

at the reflection point and the definition of the vectors

used in this and the following equations are shown in

Figure 3.

ωo

ωi

h

t

b

n

φ

θh

h

Fig. 3: Illustration of the used vectors and angles: ωo
is the outgoing vector with direction to the camera;

the vector ωi represents an incident direction; h is the

half-way vector between ωi and ωo and θh, φh are its

spherical coordinates with respect to the local tangent

frame (t, b, n)

The partial BRDF of each of the reflection lobes is

defined as follows:

frlobe(ωi, ωo) =
F (ωo · h)D(h)

4(ωo · h)((ωi · n)(ωo · n))α
(2)

For the fresnel term F (ωo · h), Schlick’s approxima-

tion with the parameter r0, the reflection coefficient at

normal incidence, is used:

F (u) = r0 + (1− r0) · (1− u)5 (3)
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The microfacet distribution D(h) of the model is an

anisotropic normalized version of the Beckmann distri-

bution, controlled by the roughness parameters mx and

my:

D(h) =
q(h)

πmxmycos4(θh)
(4)

q(h) = e
−tan2(θh)(

cos2(φh)

m2
x

+
sin2(φh)

m2
y

)
(5)

Finally, the BRDF model incorporates the adjustable

parameter α ∈ [0, 1] to control the shadowing/masking

effect, allowing particular flexibility in representing very

smooth and shiny materials. For α = 0 the model is

always physically plausible, but for larger values the

energy conservation depends on the surface roughness

mx,y.

The material model also allows importance sam-

pling of the BRDF with the transformation from uni-

form random variables ξ1, ξ2 ∈ (0, 1] to sampling di-

rections that follow the microfacet distribution (as first

used in the Ward model):

φh = arctan(
my

mx
tan(2πξ2)) (6)

θh = arctan(

√√√√ −log(ξ1)
cos2 φh
m2
x

+ sin2 φh
m2
y

) (7)

For computing the reflected light at a surface point,

the following integration has to be performed for each

lobe:

Lospec(ωo) =

∫
ΩHS

Li(ωi) frlobe(ωo|ωi) |cos(θi)|dωi (8)

where ΩHS is the hemisphere of directions around

the surface normal, |cos(θi)| accounts for Lambert’s co-

sine law, and dωi is the differential solid angle around

ωi defined as sin(θi) dθi dφi, as the integrated intervals

densify towards the poles by a factor sin(θi). frlobe is

the specular part of the BRDF.

By using the importance-based sampling directions

given in equations 6 and 7, the integral can be solved

numerically with the Monte-Carlo integration by sum-

ming the correctly weighted contributions from each

sampling direction [Szirmay-Kalos 2008]:

Lospec(ωo) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Li(ωi) cos(θi)
frlobe(ωo|ωi)
p(ωi|ωo)

(9)

The underlying sampling probability densitiy func-

tion (PDF) for each lobe of the material model is the

following:

p(ωi|ωo) =
q(h)

4πmxmy cos3(θh) (ωo · h)
(10)

This material model can be directly used in the

method of Colbert and Křivánek [Colbert and Krivánek

2007]. It turns out, that with a low number of samples

this method produces unwanted artifacts (see Figures

8 and 10). Instead of an importance-based sample dis-

tribution, we propose a regular sample distribution, re-

ducing these artifacts and better preserving the char-

acteristics of the BRDF.

5 Regular Sample Pattern Generation

Our sample generation process places samples on equally

spaced concentric circles around the half-way vector to

cover the most significant sample directions according

to the microfacet distribution given in Equation 5. The

number of samples placed on each circle is scaled with

the circumference. For anisotropic materials, which have

an elliptical distribution, the same circular scheme is

used and samples with low relevance are simply re-

jected.

The first step in the sample generation process is

to find the angular offset θmax where the PDF of the

Beckmann distribution drops below a certain density

ξ0. Since the generation scheme is based on circles, the

calculation is reduced to symmetric distribution with

max(mx,my). Deriving the importance transformation

of θ (Equation 7) gives the following equation:

θmax = arctan
(√
− log(ξ0) max(mx,my)

)
(11)

In order to align nc equally spaced circles from θ ∈
[0, θmax] there are two valid spacings s1 and s2. The

spacing s1 gives patterns where the first sample is placed

at θ = 0 and the offset spacing s2 places the first sam-

ples on a circle around the pole of the half-vector space:

s1 =
θmax
nc + 1

, s2 =
θmax
nc + 2

(12)

Samples are then placed from φ ∈ [0, 2π) at equal

offsets. The number of samples of the first circle n0 is

fixed at 6 for s1 and 4 for s2. The number of samples

for the other circles ni is increased by the ratio of the

circumference to the first circle. In order to get per-

fect symmetric patterns for anisotropic materials, the

number of samples per circle is rounded to the nearest

multiple of two:

ni = 2

⌊
n0

sin(θi)

2 sin(θ0)
+

1

2

⌋
(13)

Figure 4 illustrates the generated sample patterns

for both spacing with nc = 3 and the threshold ξ0 = 0.1.

The pattern with s1 has 19 and s2 30 samples.

For anisotropic materials this process is extended

by rejecting samples with q(φh, θh) below the threshold
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0 θmaxs1 0 θmaxs2

Fig. 4: Illustration of the two valid sample spacings

s1 (left) and s2 (right) for equidistant patterns with

nc = 3. Spacing s1 results in a pattern with 19 samples

and s2 30 samples.

ξ0. Additionally, a second circle with half a sample off-

set is calculated and the circle with the highest sum of

q(φh, θh) of all samples is taken. This results in regular

equally-spaced sample patterns for anisotropic materi-

als. Figure 5 illustrates some examples.

Fig. 5: Examples of equally-spaced sampling patterns

for anisotropic materials.

Even though this sample generation process is generic,

it does not allow the creation of an exact number of

samples. Specifying the number of circles nc may not

seem very practical, and the resulting number of sam-

ples is highly dependent on the material anisotropy.

Even though estimating the number of circles for a

specified sample budget is not trivial, it is feasible to

generate several patterns with a different number of cir-

cles, since the process is computationally inexpensive.

The pattern with the closest number of samples to the

specified budget can then be used.

6 Filtering of Evenly Spaced Samples

In order to avoid aliasing artifacts caused by under-

sampling, each sample is filtered using MIP-maps. Op-

timally, the kernel size is chosen such that the entire

highlight gets covered by the union of all samples as

shown in Figure 6 (left).

U V
u v

P

ωs

Fig. 6: Specular lobe covered by MIP-mapped samples

(left). Ideally, the pyramidal cones defined by MIP-

mapped samples should densely cover the lobe without

overlapping. The cross-section of the lobe at unit dis-

tance from a shaded point p is assumed to be elliptical

(right). Its vertices U, V are used to estimate the lobe

area. Divided by the number of samples, we get the area

that is covered by a single sample (red).

The cross-section of a specular lobe is assumed to

be elliptical, as illustrated in Figure 6 (right). First,

the area subtended by the entire lobe at unit distance

is estimated. We take the extreme half-vector samples

in x and y at the border ξ0 and transform them into

the incident directions ωU and ωV . Together with the

lobe center ωC , the vertices U and V of the elliptical
lobe can be calculated:

αU = arccos(ωC · ωU ) αV = arccos(ωC · ωV ) (14)

Now the lengths of the ellipse semi-major and semi-

minor axes u and v are obtained using:

u = tan(αU ) v = tan(αV ) (15)

With these lengths, the area of the elliptical cross sec-

tion is computed using A = uvπ. Now the area of a

single sample at unit distance is estimated by dividing

the unprojected area of the ellipse A by the number of

samples. Since the reconstruction of the ellipse is de-

pendent on the view-vector ωo, it has to be performed

in the pixel shader once before the specular lobe is sam-

pled.

Finally, there are two effects to be considered indi-

vidually for each sample. First, the fact that the trans-

formation from half-vector space directions to incident

directions no longer gives equally distributed samples

in angular domain. This distortion causes samples at
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grazing angles to appear sharper when the same esti-

mated area is used for all samples. Therefore, the den-

sity transformation from half directions to sample direc-

tions (Equation 17) is used to adjust the approximated

area covered by a sample with 1
ωi·h . Note that the factor

1
4 is missing, since the area has already been calculated

with the actual incident directions.

Second, when sampling in environment maps, the

projection of an area from the unit sphere to the sur-

rounding cube is distorted and the number of pixels

increases in the corners. The correction factor of this

distortion is given by the distance where the lookup

direction ωi intersects the cube, which is given by the

length of the lookup direction normalized by its maxi-

mum. Since the environment map cube surrounds the

unit sphere, the cube-face area is 4. This gives the fol-

lowing final equation for the estimated number of cov-

ered texels per sample, including the environment map

and the half-vector distortion:

pixelssample =
AN

4nsamples

∥∥∥∥ ωi
‖ωi‖∞

∥∥∥∥ 1

ωi · h
, (16)

where N is the number of the cube-face pixels.

The corresponding MIP-level can be calculated by

log4(pixelssample), as the number of averaged pixels in-

creases by a factor 4 in each level of the MIP-map pyra-

mid.

7 BRDF Integral with Regular Samples

In order to use our regular sampling pattern to ap-

proximate the BRDF integral with the Monte Carlo
sampling scheme (Equation 9), we need to derive a

suitable probability density function. Assuming equally

distributed samples, their PDF would be constant and

dependent on the portion of the sampled area on the

hemisphere. However, since our sample vectors repre-

sent half-way directions h, only the probability density

in half-space ph is constant and the density transfor-

mation to the out vector space po has to be considered.

The derivation of this transformation has been shown

by Walter in Section 3.2 [Walter 2005] and results in

the following equation:

po(o) =
ph(h)

4(h · i)
(17)

This gives a dependency on the relation between the

half direction h and the incident direction i. The PDF

ph(h) that describes the probability density for equally

spaced half-way vectors is given by the average weight

of the Beckmann distribution (Euqation 4) with mx

and my of the material roughness to preserve the over-

all energy transport. Therefore, the PDF constant is

precomputed with the actual sample vectors as follows:

ph(h) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

D(hi) (18)

The specular lobe integral can now be evaluated in

a shader with the following pseudo code:

float3 EvaluateSpecularLobe(float3 lightOutVec)
{

// Equation 14, 15 & Area
float a = estimateSampleArea(lightOutVec);

float3 brdfSum = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < numSamplesLobe; i++)
{

float3 h = tangentToWorldSpace(SampleVectors[i]);
float3 lightInVec = reflect(-lightOutVec, h);

// Equation 16
float mipLevel = calcMipLevel(a, lightInVec, lightOutVec);

// Environment map lookup
float3 L = cubeMapTexture.SampleLevel(lightInVec, mipLevel);

// Equation 2
float brdf = evaluateBrdfKarl(lightInVec, lightOutVec);

// Equation 17 & 18
float pdf = PDFConstant / (4 * dot(h, lightInVec));

// Equation 9 (inner sum)
brdfSum += L * brdf / pdf * dot(lightInVec, n);

}

return SpecularCoefficient * brdfSum / numSamplesLobe;
}

8 Evaluation

In this section we will demonstrate the performance of

our material rendering method. We provide an exten-

sive evaluation of the quality compared to the importance-

based approach of Colbert and Křivánek [Colbert and

Krivánek 2007] as well as a reference solution in sce-

narios with different materials. The benchmark system

consists of an Intel i7-920 processor and a Fermi-based

NVIDIA Quadro 6000 graphics card.

The basic requirement for a real-time application is

to deliver at least 60 frames per second. Sampling an

environment-map as excessively done in our rendering

method is primarily limited by the memory bandwidth

of the GPU. Figure 7 (bottom) shows the correlation

of the number of samples per pixel and the frame rate

in high-definition (1920×1080) resolution, measured in

the evaluation scene of Figure 8. The different graphs

represent scenarios where a quarter (green), half (red)

and all pixels (blue) of the screen have been shaded us-

ing our technique. This evaluation shows that a budget

of about 20 samples is available for complex materials

when large portions of the screen are covered.

The following evaluations will use a reference ren-

dering with >10000 samples accumulated over several
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Fig. 7: Frame-rate dependent on the number of samples

in a full-HD rendering where: 100% (blue), 50% (red)

and 25% (green) pixels on the screen are sampled as

complex material.

seconds by a Monte Carlo method. The correlation is

analyzed by the root mean square (RMS) error between

the images. Since we are only interested in the accuracy

of sampling the specular lobe, the Fresnel and shadow-

ing/masking effect of the selected materials have been

disabled (r0 = 1.0, α = 0.0). In order to simulate a

demanding scenario, the environment map of the eval-

uation setup contains tiny bright spots with 2 − 10◦

diameter and a ratio of relative local intensities up to

1 : 3000. The environment map has a size of 1024, and

a 6× 6 Gaussian filter has been used for the construc-

tion of the MIP-map pyramid. It is used in our regular

sampling and the compared importance-based sampling

method.

Evaluating the material impressions (Figure 8) of

the isotropic and anisotropic material of our novel ap-

proach (a) compared to the reference solution (c), the

specular highlights have a well-defined shape and pre-

serve the characteristics of the BRDF. In comparison,

the PDF-based MIP-map lookup of the importance-

based method (b) results in brightening of actually dark

areas when a low number of samples is used. Further-

more, the shape of the specular highlights either ap-

pears irregularly (with no MIP-bias) or too blurred and

with a non-determinable shape. These effects are mostly

visible with anisotropic materials (also see Figure 10).

A false color visualization of the difference image

shows the error distribution around the specular high-

lights (Figure 9). When the MIP-bias is tweaked to yield

the lowest possible error, our regular sampling methods

balances the error around each sample and the sam-

pling pattern becomes visible. With increased number

of samples the pattern dissolves and the result evenly

converges to the reference image. In comparison, the

importance-based method distributes the error over a

(a) Regular (b) Importance (c) Reference

Fig. 8: Material with mx = my = 0.1 approximated

with 14 samples (top) and an anisotropic material with

mx = 0.2, my = 0.075 approximated with 17 samples

(bottom). Regular samples with ξ=0.2 produce a good

impression of the material with well defined specular

highlights for both materials (a). While the importance-

based method has similar quality with the isotropic ma-

terial (b, top), the specular highlights of the anisotropic

materials are irregularly distorted (b, bottom).

larger region and therefore does not achieve a similarly

low average error, but the uneven distribution results

in a smoother image.

(a) n=14, ξ=0.2 (b) n=30, ξ=0.1 (c) n=270, ξ=0.01

0 +0.5-0.5

Fig. 9: Error visualization of material rendering with

mx = my = 0.15 with 14 (left), 30 (middle) and 270

(right) samples with regular sampling (top) and impor-

tance sampling (bottom). Regular sampling balances

the error at each sample and converges evenly to the ref-

erence solution, while importance sampling has a higher

average error that is distributed more smoothly.

The result images with 270 samples in Figure 10

show that our sampling method provides a detailed
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BRDF appearance for isotropic and anisotropic materi-

als with low difference to the reference image. It turns

out that the regular sample alignment together with

a defined MIP-level lookup is very robust in terms of

high frequencies and intensity spikes in the irradiance

image and is therefore well suited for high-quality ren-

derings. The importance-based method of Colbert and

Křivánek shows good convergence for isotropic materi-

als as well, but does not maintain the same quality with

anisotropic BRDFs. Adjusting the MIP-bias causes a

significant distortion towards an isotropic BRDF and

introduces too much blur on the far ends of the specu-

lar highlights.

(a) Regular (b) Importance (c) Reference

Fig. 10: Result comparison with 270 samples: The regu-

lar sample pattern with ξ=0.01 results in a clear shape

of the isotropic and anisotropic specular highlights (a)

and closely matches the reference solution (c). The

importance-based sample pattern yields a similar result

for the isotropic material (top, b), but shows distorted

and irregular specular highlights in the result of the

anisotropic material (bottom, b).

9 Application

In order to prove the applicability of our novel ap-

proach, we have integrated the proposed BRDF filter-

ing and sampling scheme in a light design and model-

ing application, where real-time interactions as well as

an immediate physically plausible visualization of the

light distribution in the scene are both important re-

quirements. While the diffuse light propagation of the

global illumination solution is not view-dependent and

can hence be stored in light maps, glossy materials need

to be evaluated and rendered each frame. We do this

for the last “bounce” of the illumination, i.e. glossy ma-

terials are not reflected multiple times.

The application of our novel technique poses no

problem even in large, complex architectural scenes: In-

teractive or even real-time frame rates are achieved in

scenarios with up to over 100 objects with glossy ma-

terials (i.e. over 100 environment maps), making mod-

eling and immediate parameter changes possible. We

refer the reader to the supplemental video, where we

demonstrate the real-time rendering as well as the in-

teractions in the scenes, as well as to Figure 11 for ex-

ample screenshots.

10 Conclusion

We have proposed a regular sampling method for evalu-

ating glossy material BRDFs using environment maps.

It reduces the number of necessary samples compared to

previous methods, and thus improves the rendering per-

formance for comparable or even superior visualization

quality in real-time applications. Especially the visu-

alization of anisotropic materials is significantly closer

to the reference solution than previous approaches with

the same number of samples. The used material model

of Kurt et al. allows a high variety of material types

and provides close fitting to measured BRDF data.

Since the environment maps can be generated and

pre-filtered within a few milliseconds, immediate mate-

rial changes and scene modifications pose no problem

for our approach. Moreover, a single environment map

can be used for objects with multiple materials, mak-

ing both updates and memory storage efficient. Both

has been demonstrated by applying our novel method

in a light planning software framework.
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